A model was built to study the rule of glancing angle deposition. This model, which is called hemisphere model, is convenient to describe how the experimental conditions influence morphology of the nanostructures prepared by GLAD. Influence of experiment conditions such as incidence angle, incidence rate, substrate temperature, and substrate rotation rate are theoretical analyzed by the hemisphere model, and validated respectively by amount of experiments. As an application of the model, metals of different melting points were deposited into coherent multi-section nanorods by adjusting substrate temperature. Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) is a physical vapor deposition method which the trajectory of incident vapor flux is not parallel to the substrate normal, but depositing at oblique angles. K. Robbie and M. J. Brett had carried out this method, 1,2) and then M. M. Hawkeye and M. J. Brett analyzed the deposition mechanism.
Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) is a physical vapor deposition method which the trajectory of incident vapor flux is not parallel to the substrate normal, but depositing at oblique angles. K. Robbie and M. J. Brett had carried out this method, 1, 2) and then M. M. Hawkeye and M. J. Brett analyzed the deposition mechanism. [3] [4] [5] GLAD technique is a simple but powerful means which is capable of producing thin films with pre-designed nanostructures such as nanopillars, slanted posts, zigzag columns, spirals, etc. [6] [7] [8] These nanostructures can be used in a variety of fields, e.g., photonic crystals, magnetic storage media, and optoelectronic devices, etc. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] For example, arrays of Ag nanorods can be used as surface-enhanced Raman scattering substrates, and Rhodamine 6G molecules can be detected to a concentration limit of 10 À14 mol/L by this substrate. 15, 16) Arrays of HfO 2 nanocolumns can be used as antireflection coating, and the antireflection rate can be adjust by GLAD conditions. 17) In this letter, we report our effort to build a simple model which is called hemisphere growth model to study the rule of glancing angle deposition. Influence of experiment conditions such as incidence angle, incidence rate, substrate temperature, and substrate rotation rate are theoretical analyzed by the hemisphere growth model, and validated respectively by amount of experiment. As an application of the model, metals of different melting point were deposited into coherent multi-section nanorods by adjusting substrate temperature.
When deposition at oblique angles, after nucleation and initial growth, columns format following the structure zone model. 3, 5) According to the structure zone model, when substrate temperature is lower than 0.3 melting point of target material, the film microstructure is composed of tapered columns with domed tops, and GLAD principally relies on these structures. On the basis of this, we build a model that incident vapor flux nucleates on the substrates and grows into close-packing hemispheres, and in GLAD process nanostructures grow from these hemispheres.
It is well known that atomic shadowing and adatom diffusion are the dominate growth mechanisms in GLAD. When depositing at oblique angles, one hemisphere will form a shadow to nearby hemispheres as shown in Fig. 1 . The diameter D of hemispheres is related to the temperature of the substrates when they form and the melting point of the material. The diameter increases when the temperature becomes higher, while decreases when the melting point of the material becomes higher. 3, 5) When depositing at incident angle , hemisphere B will form a shadow area 0 $ to hemisphere A, and satisfies following formula:
Hemisphere A will form a shadow area À $ to itself, and incident vapor flux can deposit from to À . The incident beam flux of unit area at arc angle dispersed to a area of sinð À À Þ on the hemisphere, thus d arc length gains sinð À À Þd material beam flux, and total material on the arc is R À sinð À À Þd. If atomic diffusion is abundant from to À , nanorods growth angle will satisfies from average from to À , as following formula: But if atomic diffusion is low, growth angle will approach to . Actual growth angle will between and . We introduced a parameter k to simulate actual growth angle :
A similar but simpler formula is:
Growth proportion which means grown area to total area is also a function of incident angle . The experimental is calculated from top view SEM image of the nanorod films, which is area of rods divided by area of total area. The calculated is calculated from projective area of arc from angle to angle divided by projective area of hemisphere in Fig. 1 .
We define growth ratio as the nanorod length growth speed, and incident ratio as incident flux depositing speed. Growth ratio is not the same as incident ratio , but a function of incident angle and incident ratio :
The aforementioned formulas are mainly about how incident angle affects the grown morphology. A series of experiments were performed to validate these simulations. , 82 , 85 and 88 , respectively. The other deposition parameters were totally the same. The system was pumped down to a vacuum level of 8 Â 10 À5 Pa, and the films were deposited at a depositing rate is 0.3 nm/s, with the thickness monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance. When incident angles were adjusted from 74 to 88 , the growth angles became larger, the Fe nanorods grew shorter, and the porosity turned larger. , growth proportion and growth ratio change while incident angle turns from 1 to 89 , respectively. Experimental growth angle and growth ratio are achieved from cross-section view SEM image by statistic tilting angle and nanorod length. Growth ratio is calculated from that nanorod length divided by growth time. Experimental growth proportion is calculated from top view SEM image of the nanorod films, which is area of rods divided by area of total area. As in our experiment, the flux incident ratio and growth time is the same, thus the experimental = of different incident angle is in the same trend as rod length. And experimental = is plot from rod length with different incident angle. When deposited at oblique angles (70 $90 ), the simulation accorded with the experimental results. For this model is used for glancing angle deposition, which is a method when incident angle is larger (>70 ), we didn't achieve the experimental data when the oblique angle is smaller than 70 . The increase of beta and decrease of growth proportion as a function of alpha angle are intuitively understandable. The growth ratio of columns increases slowly to a maximum at about 70
angle and then rapidly decreases as angle increases. As angle increases, the nanorods growth area decreases (where parameter 1= comes from), which leads growth ratio increases as angle increases. Therefore, as angle increases, incident beam flux from the same area disperses to larger area on the substrate (where parameter cos = cos comes from), which leads growth ratio decreases as angle increases, especially at larger angle. That's why the growth ratio decreases rapidly as angle increases when angle is larger than 70 . The forementioned Fe films are deposited without substrate rotation, when deposited with an angular velocity !, the nanostructures will become no longer tilted nanorods, but helical or vertical columns.
Growth angle , growth ratio and substrate angular velocity ! effect the deposition morphology. Suppose X, Y, Z is a rectangular coordinate system, and axis Z is vertical to the substrate, while axis X is parallel to the initial growth direction, axis Y is perpendicular to the initial growth direction. After deposited a period of time t, the growth track becomes (X, Y, Z):
It is a helical morphology. Suppose the radius of the helix is R, and screw pitch is H:
For and are functions of incident angle , we define FrðÞ ¼ cos = cos sin and FhðÞ ¼ cos = cos 2 to simplify the expression. Both of Fr() and Fh() are also the functions of incident angle .
Suppose the diameter of the nanorods is , which is a direct propagation of hemisphere diameter D. When H > , the morphology will be helix, otherwise will be columns. Thus, to achieve helical nanostrustures, one should choose deposition parameter ! slow enough:
As a simulation result, =! determines the deposited morphology as one parameter, and if =! is the same, the morphology is similar; 17) When the other parameters are definite, small ! induces helical morphology; larger results in smaller R and smaller H, thus nanohelixes will be more discrete with each other. Figure 4 shows the morphology of Fe thin films prepared by GLAD with different substrate angular velocity and different incident angles at room temperature. Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c) show the Fe films deposited at substrate angular velocity was 2 rpm, 0.25 rpm and 0.05 rpm, respectively, while other parameters were the same. When the angular velocity was 2 rpm, the morphology of the Fe film was vertical nanocolumns; when the angular velocity was 0.25 rpm, the morphology turned into nanohelixes; when the angular velocity was 0.05 rpm, the screw pitch H was bigger than that was when ! was 0.25 rpm. Figure 4(d) , (e) and (f) show the Fe films deposited while incident angles were 65
, 75 and 85 , respectively. When the incident angle was 65
, the radius of the helix R was so big that helixes were connected with each other, and the screw pitch H was big, too, thus the Fe films in Fig. 4(d) looks like multilayer films. When the incident angle was 85 , the radius of the helix R was small enough to apart from each other, and the screw ; (e) deposited with substrate rotational speed at 0.5 rpm when incident angle was 75 ; (f) deposited with substrate rotational speed at 0.5 rpm when incident angle was 85 .
pitch H was small, too, therefore, helical nanostructures formed. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the simulation results and Fe films prepared in our experiments. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show how radius of the helix R (FrðÞ ¼ R Ã !=) and screw pitch H (FhðÞ ¼ H Ã !=2) change while incident angle turns from 1 to 89 , respectively. When deposited at oblique angles (70 $90 ), the simulation accorded with the experimental results. Growth angle increases as angle increases, the vertical part of growth decreases while horizontal part increases, thus screw pitch H decreases and radius of the helix R increases when angle is smaller than 70 . When angle is larger than 70 , the growth ratio decreases rapidly, so both radius of the helix R and screw pitch H decreases.
Besides atomic shadowing, adatom diffusion is one of the dominate growth mechanisms in GLAD, too. According to Fick's law, diffusion coefficient D follows:
Here E d means diffusion energy, k b means the Boltzmann constant and T s means the temperature of substrate. Thus, temperature of substrate T s effects diffusion coefficient greatly, high substrate temperature results in large diffusion coefficient. In addition, according to the structure zone model, after nucleation and initial growth, the size of tapered columns depends on the substrate temperature. As a result, the size of hemisphere in the hemisphere growth model depends on the substrate temperature T s . Therefore, low substrate temperature induces thin and separated nanostructures, while high substrate temperature induces thick and connected nanostructures. 18) Figure 6 shows the morphology of Ag thin films prepared by GLAD with different substrate temperature. The Ag thin films shown in Fig. 6(a) , (b) and (c) were deposited without substrate rotation, and at substrate temperature of room temperature, À10
C and À40 C, respectively. Figure 6 (d), (e) and (f) show the Ag thin films deposited with angular velocity of 2 rpm, and at substrate temperature of room temperature, À10
C and À40 C, respectively. The system was pumped down to a vacuum level of 3 Â 10 À5 Pa, and the films were deposited at a depositing rate is 0.5 nm/s, with the thickness monitored by a quartz crystal microbalance. Both with and without substrate rotation, the Ag nanostructures deposited at room temperature are connected, while at À40 C are separated and porous. As an application of the hemisphere growth model, metals of different melting point were deposited into coherent multisection nanorods by adjusting substrate temperature. Metals of different melting point have different diffusion coefficient, so when they are deposited into multi-section nanorods, they will have different nanorod radius. In the hemisphere growth model, the diameter of the nanorods is a direct propagation of hemisphere diameter D, and D increases when substrate temperature rises or melting point of material becomes lower. Thus in order to depositing coherent multi-section nanorods with different melting point materials, one should deposit high melting point material in high substrate temperature and low melting point material in low temperature. Figure 7 shows the Fe-Ag thin films prepared by GLAD with different substrate temperature. We use liquid nitrogen to control the substrate temperature. Substrates and liquid nitrogen container are connected with a copper belt, which transfers heat from substrates to liquid nitrogen. A k style thermocouple is used to measure the temperature of substrates. The Fe-Ag nanostructures in Fig. 7 (a) were deposited at room temperature, and the Fe (bulk melting point is 1535 C) nanorods are separated but the Ag (bulk melting point is 960 C) nanorods are connected to each other; the ones in Fig. 7(b) were deposited at À40 C, and the Ag nanorods are separated but the Fe nanorods become very thin that two or three Fe rods connect to one Ag rod; the nanostructures in Fig. 7 (c) were deposited at room temperature while depositing Fe and at À40 C while depositing Ag, and the multi-section nanorods are coherent.
In summary, we have built a simple model which is called hemisphere growth model to study the rule of glancing angle deposition. Influence of experiment conditions such as incidence angle, incidence rate, substrate temperature, and substrate rotation rate are theoretical analyzed and simulated by the hemisphere growth model, and validated respectively by amount of experiment. As an application of the model, metals of different melting point were deposited into coherent multi-section nanorods by adjusting substrate temperature. This study provides a simple way to realize the rule of glancing angle deposition, and help to achieve different morphologies by adjusting experiment conditions of GLAD.
